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"The moving finger writes; and, having writ, moves on..." -Omar Khayyám 

We must here sadly say farewell to our layout editor, Tom. He's fecked off to Cork, leaving us to fend for ourselves. If the 

layout in this issue is a little  

                                                    'off', therefore, 

                                                                                you will surely forgive us. I'm sure he'd appreciate some cake (to be sent to 

Tom in ORB 1.01, UCC to arrive on a Thursday.).  

We'd like to welcome a new member to the Knight's Atari team. Blue will take charge of reviewing the ladies' toilets 

on campus after our man on the can got himself into a spot of bother whilst enthusiastically pursuing his duty as a cutting 

edge investigator. Keep an eye out for her NSS toilet tours on World Toilet Day. In an effort to combat what could be 

perceived as a foolish move towards becoming an equal opportunities employer, we have included, within these pages, an 

offensively chauvinistic piece entitled "Chess Tips for Girls". 

Many thanks also to this month's other new contributors: Dave and Méabh. Ooh - their names rhyme! How horrid. 

 

 

 

Congratulations to Caoimhín and Dylan who won last month's competition with a guess of 8. Some Flann O'Brien is 

coming your way! For this month's competition, we want you to send us an upside-down pineapple cake! The tastiest cake 

shall win €100. Cakes can be brought to Smokey's after 8:30pm of a Wednesday evening, or sent to us via the SocsBox. 

Jorge has conveniently provided us with a recipe which we have shared within these pages. Any time before the end of 

November would be lovely. The judges' decision is final and their palates are eager. 

The Knight's Atari's recycling scheme went very well last month, with a surprising number of people sending us in 

photos of themselves modelling their new hats - and a few, indeed, wearing surprisingly little else. While the latter are, sadly, 

unsuitable for publication, we love to receive them nonetheless. Letters are okay too, though, so feel free to keep them 

coming. Actually - given that Christmas is almost just around the corner, it's time for us to start organising this year's 

Christmas cards. If you'd like one, do send us your address. Anyway, this month's Knight's Atari can be recycled into a set of 

juggling balls, and Dave provides instruction, of sorts, on how to juggle them. He claims that they're not great for juggling 

with, but the rest of us had no bother, so maybe he's just not very good... 

 

 

Next month, our Christmas present to you, we shall be including a Knight's Atari Multilingual NUIG Toilet Review 

supplement. The title needs work, granted, but the underlying chimera is that we unite as many nations as possible, including 

toilet reviews in many different languages. If you would be willing to contribute, we'd really appreciate it, and might even be 

able to spare you some pineapple upside-down cake! Contact us at knightsatari@gmail.com . 
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  Life and Death puzzles    

Black to play and do their best in each local situation in the four problems below. They are roughly 

in order of difficulty. 

 

Queries? Problems? Solution 1: The GoSoc, Wednesdays at 8p.m. in Smokey’s Café 

 Solution 2: UCC Go club, Thursdays at 7p.m. in ORB 1.01. 

 



 

Toilet Review - The ones at the back of the Microbiology department    

 

-Your man on the Can 
 

Given the plummeting temperatures, I elected to review some of the campus' warmer toilets for this month's issue. The 

natural choice was, therefore, the jacks near Smokey's, behind the Larmor theatre. There may be a woegeous hum in there, 

but at least it's warm. However, some pleb had dropped a toilet roll into one of the toilets, and the other was full of what 

appeared to be blood, so I proceeded on my merry way. 

I eventually found myself at the very back of the Microbiology department, where I had not ventured since I narrowly 

avoided gaining superpowers some years ago during an unprotected fumble in one of those labs with the radiation warnings 

on the door with a nice blonde lass who should have known better. That is to say, I was walking down the corridor and I'm 

fully sure she was making eyes at me, but I wisely blushed and quickened my step. 

In any event, there is a small loo down there on the first floor, and one finds oneself seated merely two metres or so from the 

main thoroughfare. You could be forgiven for never noticing it - it does not appear that the cleaners are aware of its existence 

either. There'd be no snorting coke off the toilet seats in there, that's for sure. Though it does have the convenience of being 

'self-contained', in that the toilet, sink and what have you are all contained within the one 'room', avoiding the awkwardness 

of removing your jacket from the cubicle without actually touching it (and only a fool would wear their jacket whilst doing 

the business) - this particular toilet was, nevertheless, disappointing on almost all counts. In fact, even the usual benefit of the 

self-contained room was not evident, for there was no door hook upon which to hang one's jacket. I had to resort to the main 

hinge on the door since the floor certainly wasn't clean enough. I was reluctant putting my feet on that. 

The overall experience was not helped by the fact that merely moments after I had constructed my toilet paper shield and 

gotten relatively comfortable a couple of lads started trying the door repeatedly. Eventually one went into the Ladies' next 

door, a simply hilarious turn of events, it would seem. He then proceeded to give his friend a play by play account of what he 

was doing, with his friend urging him, all the while, to hurry up. When he was done the friend went in and tried to outdo his 

companion both in his actions and florid description. Then they stole the toilet roll. After these two knuckledraggers 

#standup had finally left, I was able to conclude my business in peace. 

The toilet seat was slightly smaller than desirable - or perhaps it merely seemed so due to the heightened desire not to let my 

skin touch anything in that particular venue. In any event, it was one of those situations where one is forced to cradle one's 

bits in one's hand or risk shiting down the back of the toilet bowl. The latter being always a popular option in the IT 

department, of course. 

The flush on the toilet was excessive, I felt, and not only for my dainty deposit. It seemed fit to wash away the north coast of 

Scotland. The sink was tiny and had those horrific taps which only work when pressed down on. The hand-drier, no doubt 

state of the art in the seventies, proclaimed the option of adjustment so that you could also dry your face. When the outbreak 

of some airborne virus finally hits the Microbiology department, you'd get good odds on yon bathroom being the ground zero. 

 

Capacity: 1 

Ergonomics: Poor 

Privacy: If you're lucky... 

Flush quality: Above and well beyond the call of duty. 

Graffiti entertainment value: There was what seemed to be the remnants of a plaque on the wall which bore evidence of some 

graffiti, but it was illegible. 

Lighting: Good. I could practically see the germs. 

Aesthetics: Poor. 

Cleanliness: No. 

Smartphone Signal: Without trying to be too Orwellian, it would be nice if there were an app that reminded people to wash 

their sodding hands. 

 

Rating: 4/10.  



 

Events 

Wednesday 7th from 8pm: ChessSoc and GoSoc meeting in Smokey's. 

Thursday 8th at 8pm: Fr. Ted Table Quiz upstairs in Kelly's in aid of Galway Rape Crisis 

Centre and Galway City She Devils Roller Derby Team. 

 

Friday 9th at 6pm: MathsSoc - Dr. Tim Downing will speak on something to do with 

Bioinformatics in ADB1020.   

Wednesday 14th from 8pm: ChessSoc and GoSoc meeting in Smokey's. 

Thursday 15th from 8pm: ChessSoc Beginners' Workshop in AC214. 

Friday 16th at 6pm: MathsSoc - Brendan Masterson will speak on Mathematics. Probably 

some icky Group Theory. ADB1020. 

Saturday 17th - Sunday 18th: Go competition in UCC. Keep an eye 

on nuiggosoc.wordpress.com for details. 

 

Monday 19th: Toilet Tours of NUIG will be leaving the Hub at 12pm, 2pm and 4pm.   

Tuesday 20th: Marina and the Diamonds concert in the Olympia. I'm going, so  

Wednesday 21st from 8pm: ChessSoc and GoSoc meeting in Smokey's. 

Thursday 22nd from 8pm: Cruinniú fichille, gó, cártaí agus Scrabble san Asian Lounge.  

Friday 23rd at 6pm: MathsSoc - Thi Ngoc Tuoi will give a talk in preparation for her 

doctoral defence. ADB1020.  

 

Wednesday 28th from 8pm: ChessSoc and GoSoc meeting in Smokey's. 

Thursday 29th from 9pm: Underwater Chess and Go in Galway Bay Hotel. 

Friday 30th at 6pm: MathsSoc - Ronan Egan will speak, surprisingly, about Mathematics. 

ADB1020.  

 

 

 

 

http://nuiggosoc.wordpress.com/


 

COOKING WITH JORGE 
 

 

Pineapple Upside-down Cake  
  

You will need:-  

 1 cheeky pinch of butter for greasing 

 1 shitload of caster sugar 

  Some pineapple slices or pieces 

 A sprinkling of cherries or somesuch for colour 

 200g total of plain flour + butter in a 1:1 ratio 

 1 tsp of of baking powder 

 75% less bicarbonate of soda than baking powder 

 2 eggs 

Instructions: 

1. Flick on the oven and let it heat to 200 degrees while you are buttering your cake tin (not a 

euphemism). 

2. Sprinkle some sugar, the pineapple, and cherries into the tin. 

3. Make a smooth batter using the flour, baking powder, bicarbonate of soda, butter, caster sugar, eggs 

and a food processor. Add some pineapple juice to thin it a little. 

4. Pour this mixture into the tin covering the pineapple/cherries/what have you. Spread it out gently. 

5. Bake for 30 minutes. 

6. Remove from oven and leave to stand for 15 minutes. Then place a plate over the tin, rotate through 

180 degrees vertically. Et voilà! 

 

The mathematical catch is that your oven timer is fucked, and all you have to measure time with are a pair of 

detonation fuses. If you light either of these fuses it will take an hour to burn out. It will not burn at a constant rate 

at all intervals though - you cannot assume that it will take 15 minutes to burn through a quarter of the length of 

the fuse. Or rather, you can assume that, but it will make the old "ass" out of "u" and "me", as they say, and, more 

importantly, it will make a complete shite of your cake. 

So how do you measure the 30 minute and 15 minute intervals necessary?  

 

 

 



 

Fashion Page 

 

 

Blue, sporting the beautiful Knight's Atari hat which came free with October's issue. 

 

 

 

 

 



An taobh eile de leithrisí OÉ Gaillimh 

 

 

A mná uaisle, 

 

Tá Oíche Shamhna imithe uainn, ach tá rudaí scanrúla fós ar fáil timpeall Ollscoil na hÉireann, 

Gaillimh. B’fhéidir go smaoineofá ar an gcomhairle seo mar bhronntanas Nollag luath. Ar aon nós, ar 

liosta na rudaí gur chóir a sheachaint, bígí ardalach ar an leithreas ar dheis, thíos staighre in Áras na 

Mílaoise. 

 

Dhá stalla déag, ocht ndoirteal (Níor ceart na figiúirí seo a leanúint go dian...) agus, cosúil le ach aon dhiabhail 

leithreas eile sa coláiste... triomadóir láimhe a dhúiseodh na mairbh! Tá tú ag smaoineamh duit féin 

nach bhfuil siad chomh dona sin. Ach braitheann sé sin go hiomlán ar an am a théann tú ann. Smaoinigh 

air mar seo... 

 

Tá tú tar éis rith ón bhFoirgneamh Innealtóireachta, go dtí léacht san Áras (b'fhéidir go gcuirfí ceist ort 

cén cúrsa a bhaineann úsáid as na dhá fhoirgneamh sin, ceann i ndiaidh a chéile, ach is cuma), níl aon 

am le spáráil chun dul agus leithreas eile a fháil, tá tú ar tí dul isteach ann, nuair a fhaigheann tú an 

céad rabhadh: an boladh. Rud éigin uafásach láidir: sprae gruaige. Tá ort troid chun do bhealach 

a dhéanamh tríd na cailíní atá ag caint os comhair an dorais, ar nós gur limistéar caitheamh tobac 

Carbon atá ann. 

 

Istigh ann tugann tú faoi dearadh go bhfuil boladh rudaí níos tarcaisneach ar fáil chomh maith. 

Cuir ó d’intinn é, ní bheadh tú i bhfad ann. Ach idir léachtaí, tá scuaine ann. Agus tá cailíní ag tógáil a 

gcuid ama, leis na comhráite ag leanúint ar aghaidh thar balla na stallaí. 

 

Faoi dheireadh, éiríonn leat stalla a sciobadh. Ach ní theastaíonn uait scíth a ligeann i bhfad. Tá 

páipéir do saghas éagsúla timpeall an urlár, fiú le boscaí bruscair in aice leat. Ní thuigim an fáth le 

seo! Tar éis teacht uaigh an tromluí seo, níonn tú do lámha agus fanann tú tamaill 

éigin chun an triomadóra láimhe a bheith saor. É sin, nó choinníonn tú craiceann do lámha agus 

cuimlíonn tú do lámha ar glúine do bhrístí. 

 

Má theastaíonn níos mo eolas uait cén leithreas [n/]ar choir a úsáid, déan teagmhail le Knight’s 

Atari. Chomh maith le sin, bígí ré chun ceiliúradh ar “Luan an Leithreas”/World Toilet Day, 19ú 

Deireadh Fomhar, www.worldtoiletday.org/. Beidh turais ar siúl an lá sin. 

Foclóir 

 

aon dhiabhail leithris - any damned toilet 

ardalach - aware 

craiceann - skin 

doirteal - sink 

lámha a chuimilt - rubbing hands 

limistéar caitheamh tabac - smoking area 

níos tarcaisneach – more offensive 

rabhadh - warning 

rud éigin a sheachaint - to avoid something 

 

 

rud éigin a sciobadh - to snatch something 

scanrúl - scandalous 

scuaine - queue 

sprae - spray 

triomadóir láimhe - hand drier 

tromluí - nightmare 

 

 

http://www.worldtoiletday.org/


 

Puzzles 

Hashi:The number of an 'island' indicates the number of 'bridges' to which it is connected. A bridge is a 

horizontal or vertical line joining two islands. Bridges are not permitted to cross islands or other bridges. Two 

islands may share at most two bridges. Fill in all the necessary bridges. 

 

 

This is the same as an ordinary sudoku  (which, presumably, everyone understands by now) but the numbers 

in the boxes have to be greater or less than the numbers adjacent boxes, according to the inequality sign. 

 
 

 



A little bit of Go History 

 
It's not clear when or how exactly Go came about but it seems to have originated in China sometime 

around 3000 years ago, where it was called weiqi (pronounced way chee). There are numerous 

legends describing how Go was invented, many of which are the typical ridiculous old legend kind, 

involving dragons and spells and such. I know they didn't have books and TVs back then but how 

do they come up with stuff like this? I once had an Irish teacher who tried to convince our class that 

we were being hypocritical for laughing at the idea of Cuchulainn going into his battle frenzy and 

single-handedly defending all of Ulster against an entire army (who only wanted to steal a bull 

anyway) only to later visit the cinema to watch The Matrix. I'm sure he had a point but The Matrix 

is different in that it could really happen (or be happening...). 

Anyways, the most popular legend holds that Go was invented by Emperor Yao of the Tao Tang 

Dynasty around 2300 BC in order to discipline his wayward son Danzhu, although it seems like a 

smack across the head might have served him better, as Danzhu later tried to assassinate his father. 

Typical spoilt royal bastard. Whatever about how it actually originated, Go was famously 

mentioned in the Annals of Confucius (from around 500 BCE) as one of the Four Arts that one 

should strive to master in order to be considered a Junzi, or proper Chinese gentleman, along with 

calligraphy, painting and playing the qin, a kind of an old lute. These are all great hobbies but it 

doesn't sound to me like being a Junzi would be great craic. 

Many different forms of Go boards have been unearthed but it appears that originally the game was 

commonly played on a 17x17 board. The game remained a popular past-time among aristocrats and 

by 1000 AD had also firmly established itself in Korea (where it became known as Baduk) and 

Japan (where it became known as Igo, or Go for short). By this stage it seems like the modern 

19x19 boards were commonplace (because 17x17 just wasn't enough?). 

Go experienced much popularity in Japan ever since it's induction but it really took off in the 17th 

century. This was the beginning of the Edo period (1603-1868), a time when all of Japan was united 

under the feudal regime of the Tokugawa Shogunate. If Japanese samurai films are to be taken 

literally then this was a period of great strife between provinces and much political turmoil due to 

tension between the ruling emperor and the Shogunate, who held all military power. Also, 

swordfights. The Shogunate established four Go Houses, Honinbo, Hayashi, Inoue and Yasui. The 

teaching of Go at these institutes, as well as fierce competition between them, served to kindle the 

country's interest in Go. 

Today Go is still very popular in Japan, and top players receive much public support. Hikaru no Go, 

a manga first published in 1998 and later turned into an anime cartoon (can be found on youtube) 

initiated an unprecedented interest in Go from younger generations. Somehow, I can't imagine 

western kids would have the attention spans for something like that to catch on here. 

Go has also become wildly popular in Korea in recent years where a large number of players have 

surfaced with a very fast aggressive technique that is redefining the way professional Go is played. 

Go is undoubtedly enjoying increasing popularity in the west too. However, we still have a long 

way to go if we're going to be able to stick it to those Asians. 

Keep following this series where, in later installments, we will describe more recent movements in 

Go, such as the Shinfuseki movement, and some famous games, like the blood vomiting game and 

the ear reddening game. 

 

 



      Chess Tips for Girls           
 

Author's note: You might think this is a bit sexist, and you'd probably be right. Fortunately, our editorial 

board is composed entirely of misogynists who don't care what you think. I also leave the toilet-seat up. 

Feel free to address all complaints to knightsatari@gmail.com . I acknowledge, obviously, that there are 

many excellent female chess players. A couple of the ladies in college have even played for Ireland, 

though they do not come to ChessSoc for some strange reason... And ChessSoc has had female auditors 

for the last four years. A more accurate title would reflect that these tips are aimed at 

males/females/others who wish to use their gender to their advantage in chess. Where's the fun in that, 

though? 

What prompted me to write this piece was that at the Galway Chess Congress there was a (relatively) 

attractive lass who was flirting shamelessly with her opponent and he ended up giving away his queen 

for free. 

 

 

 Show as much cleavage as possible. If playing at a normal table, a male opponent will find it 

difficult not to notice your bosom as a backdrop to the game he is looking at. If playing at a 

low table, such as those in Smokey's, the inevitable glance while you're leaning down to make 

a move should provide you with the couple of seconds you need to remove one of your 

opponent's pieces from the board. He will be too flustered to notice at the time, and when he 

later realises a piece is missing, you can feel completely justified in accusing him of being a 

pervert. The European Chess Regulations on Dress Code state that at most the two top buttons 

of a blouse may be open, but I doubt that you are likely to encounter too many people who 

will request that you abide by this rule. 

 Please refrain from chatting with your opponent during play at competitions. It is distracting for 

the players on either side. If you must distract your opponent, try rubbing your foot up and 

down against the inside of his leg. 

 Feel free to make an advantageous illegal move or two and protest your ignorance if pulled up 

on it. 

 Avoid unnecessary pawn moves. 

 It is a well-known FACT that women need to use the bathroom more often than men. Make use 

of this by keeping an eye on your female friends' games, and take regular bathroom breaks 

together to exchange advice. 

 Stroke captured pieces suggestively. Don't put them in your mouth though. Unwashed hands are 

the most popular weapon in the unscrupulous chess player's army. 

 If all else fails and you find yourself losing: cry. 

Please note: This article is intended as humorous. I acknowledge that not everyone is equipped to 

employ these tactics successfully 
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Ramblings of a Redhead. 

So I’ve decided to cut my hair*. I’ve been agonising, worrying and imagining just how great I’m going 

to look when I have the head of Christina Hendricks’ in that episode of Firefly . Because I don’t care 

who you are, man, woman or child, your hair defines you, lights you up, and in some cases brings 

you down. But my point is that my hair generally makes me feel like a super-hero. Like Jean Grey or 

Black Widow or at the very least Mary Jane Watson. But lately, it’s been letting me down. 

 

To fully understand my frustration with my hair you, the reader -congratulations if you’re still 

with me- have to understand just how much I love it. I ADORE my hair, in the absolute vainest 

way possible. When I was told “Don’t listen to the kids who say it’s orange/carrot coloured/dyed/ 

weird looking/ginger (with a hard ‘g’), you have lovely hair” I reverently believed them. I loved 

my hair because it made me unique, different and all the other cereal box requirements of the 

typical ‘misunderstood hero’. 

 

So in short my hair is my superpower. And the thought of cutting it off is the equivalent of coming 

at me with a pound of kryptonite, taking away my mask, getting an anti-rad shower after the vat of 

nuclear waste was dropped on my head**. The same powers that make it impossible for me to ever 

be a spy and a sunny day as my ultimate weakness are the powers that make me strut down the 

street when I walk out the door. The same powers in a strong wind that make me feel like I can jump 

off a building and fly! The same powers that gave me super-strength that lays great armies at my 

feet!*** 

 

Well, perhaps not entire armies… But as you’ve probably deduced**** by now, my hair is an 

important part of me and the way that I think of myself so to cut the vast majority of it off (after 

three years of growing) was a big deal. We’re talking about three years of effort*****, exhaustion 

and at least six months of looking in the mirror and thinking ‘God, my hair is awful, but just wait, it’ll 

be worth it’, only to end up right where I started off? Fat chance. 

 

It’s a weighty decision, be you boy, girl or Time Lord to let a stranger at our beloved locks, the very 

essence of your being and remove it under the impression of giving you ‘greater definition, shape 

and body’. While at the same time they are taking those locks away, giving my red-head nature less 

initial impact and ultimately taking away my ‘long red-head- wonder-woman status’. 

 

Ultimately it’s a tough decision to take, but in the end, I’ve been looking in mirrors and folding up 

the ends, photoshopping the long layers out in my mind and so I really think it’s time to take the 

plunge, cast off my cape and cut my god-damn hair. And that’s all the justification I’m giving. 

 

*Yes that’s exactly what this column is going to be about. And I’ll know if you stop reading. 

 

**It would seem this super-hero theme is sticking. 

 

***I may be getting mixed up with another story…But look what happened to him! 

 

****À la Sherlock 

 

*****Of course it took EFFORT, it took lots and lots of concentration. 

 

 



 



 



Chess 

Easy 

                                      

       Black to play and mate in one.                                                               White to play and mate in two. 

Medium 

                                              

       White to play and mate in two.                                                           Black to play and mate in two. 

Just for fun 

  

White to play and mate in three. 

 



 

How To Juggle Your Copy Of The Knight's Atari 

 

Ah, yes, that time of the month. You've finished reading your free copy of the Knight's Atari. 

Completed each puzzle therein. Entered whatever strange competition was on this month. Attempted to 

cheat said competition. Pretended to understand how Go works. Now what? Do you recycle your 

precious pages? Of course not – that's for hippies. Do you give it to a friend; lending them brief insight 

into this magical world? Of course not – they might then enter the competition too. Of course, the best 

solution is to sell your copy at a profit, then use the money to invest in some volatile derivatives which 

might well turn you into the next Hugh Hefner, whereby you won't need to win the competition in the 

first place, so why on earth did you bother reading it? 

Given these unfortunate conclusions, one is left with a single choice. To follow in the great footsteps of 

many unemployed young men and women. To become just exactly the kind of person your parents 

didn't intend on raising. To develop just enough body odour to keep a double seat on a public bus. It's 

time to juggle your Knight's Atari. 

First, we need to do some preparation. You'll note that you have 4 pages in your hands currently. We're 

going to remove one. It is very important that you choose the correct page to remove: the competition 

page. Check for staples. Eat this page. Now you've decreased the number of possible competition entries, 

and therefore increased your odds of winning. By three. 

Next comes the easy part. 

1. Rip each page out so that you have 3 individual pages. 

2. Crumple said pages into balls. 

3. Juggle them. 

Ah, number 3 wasn't easy as you thought it would be, was it? I fooled you there. It was a clever ruse to 

stall you while I enter the competition – thereby increasing my odds of winning. By four. In all 

seriousness though, these balls probably aren't very jugglable (yes, it's a word.), but if you wet each ball, 

and somehow fit them into balloons, I have a feeling they might be (yes, this sentence was the only 

possibly useful one in all of this..). If you manage to achieve this and come to juggling practice (details 

below), I would be very happy to teach you how to juggle them. 

Juggling Practice is each Tuesday and Thursday from 6-8pm in Áras Na MacLéinn. 

Much love, 

Your favourite David, 

David 
 

 



 

Fr. Ted Crossword 

 

 

    Clues    

ACROSS 

3. What did Dougal write on the dirty table? 

5. Pat Mustard’s profession 

6. According to Fr.Ted, the lovely Girls all have 

lovely…? 

10.Which priest do we hear performing Queen’s 

Bohemian Rhapsody? 

12.Whom does Fr.Ted kick up the arse? 

15. Not cocaine. 

17.What was stolen from Mr.Benson? 

18. The ‘Beast’ had a fear of these. 

19. Where in Fermanagh did Craggy Island’s holy 

stone come from? 

20. Mrs.Doyle’s lucky number. 

DOWN 
1 Hairy Japanese bastards. 

2. The wreck of which ship is shown during the 

opening credits? 

4. Whom, according to Fr.Ted, would you not find 

playing jungle music at 3 in the morning? 

7. Which saint’s “passion” do Ted and Dougal protest? 

8. What is the name of Fr.Dougal’s pet hamster? 

9. What comes next in the list: Chair, curtain, floor,…? 

11. What do birds keep stealing from Fr.Jack? 

13. To what does Dougal compare the horde of old 

women who come to see Eoin McLove? 

4. Name of Fargo Boyle’s champion sheep. 

16. Biscuit or cake. 
 

 

If you solve this, you might consider coming to the Fr. Ted table quiz upstairs in Kelly's on November 8th. There'll be 

Roller Derby She-Devils... 


